Duquesne University Red Masquers:  
The 24 Hour Play Festival  
Fall 2019  
Duquesne University Students & Red Masquer Alumni wrote, directed, staged, and will now perform fresh new plays created in a 24-hour period.  

Theme: The Unexpected  
Each playwright was assigned at random a Prop and theater Trope/Device to develop the plot of their plays.  

Pledge Allegiance  
Prop: Pig | Trope: End with Budding Love Interest  
By Olivia Donia  
Directed by Elysse Dalzell  
Gionna…………………………………….. Rachael Maselli  
Jake…………………………………….. Garrett Hoffman  
Sadie…………………………………….. Emily Yuretich  
Vinny…………………………………….. Jarrett Klunk  

Madame Zebrowska’s House of Magic & Mystery  
Prop: Typewriter | Trope: Omniscient Narrator/ Greek Chorus  
By Colleen Hammond  
Directed by Justin Sines  
Carroll……………………………………. Cullen Boyer  
Madame Z…………………………………. Nikki Purwin  
Dave…………………………………….. Christian Poach  
Reagan……………………………………. Heather Due  

Once Upon a Time in Space  
Prop: Scooter | Trope: Obvious Disguise  
By Alexis Jabour  
Directed by Jillian Lesaca  
Leslie…………………………………….. Audrey Nigh  
Junior…………………………………… Mikayla Gilmer  
Jack…………………………………….. Carissa Warren  
Ed………………………………………... Kelsey Burtner
Two Country Boys, One Spoon
Prop: Big Spoon | Trope: Aside
By Travis Barkefelt
Directed by Ashley C. Brown
Bart......................................... Benjamin Steffey
Jay............................................. Griffin Sendek
Gertie....................................... Olivia Higgins
Millie....................................... Erin Carbone
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